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Abstract Kinking Nonlinear Elasticity 

Recently, we reported on the processing of 50 vol.% Ti2AlC-
nanocrystalline magnesium, nc-Mg, matrix composites using a 
pressureless melt infiltration method. Herein we report on 
composites with up to 80 vol.% Mg. These composites are readily 
machinable, relatively stiff, strong and light, and exhibit ultrahigh 
damping. Increasing the nc-Mg volume fraction leads to lighter 
composites with higher damping characteristics at lower stresses 
(-30% of the mechanical energy is dissipated at 250 MPa). In 
some cases the Mg nanograins are also extraordinarily thermally 
stable which renders these composites good candidates for 
applications at temperatures higher than ambient. Due to the 
simple inexpensive melt infiltration technique used to fabricate 
these novel nanocomposites, it is possible to produce samples as 
large as ones made via normal powder metallurgy methods. 

Introduction 

The MAX Phases 

The Mn+iAXn (MAX) phases are layered hexagonal solids, with 
two formula units per unit cell, in which near close-packed layers 
of M are interleaved with layers of pure A-group elements, with 
the X-atoms filling the octahedral sites between the M layers. 
These solids combine some of the best attributes of metals and 
ceramics. Like metals, they are electrically and thermally 
conductive, most readily machinable [1, 2], not susceptible to 
thermal shock, plastic at high temperatures, and exceptionally 
damage tolerant [1-6], Like ceramics, some of them are elastically 
rigid (Young's mod. > 300 GPa), lightweight (= 4 gm/cc) and 
maintain their strengths to high temperatures. The ternaries 
Ti3SiC2 and Ti2AlC are creep, fatigue and oxidation resistant [7-
10], which is one reason they were chosen for this work. The Ti-
based MAX phases are also more conductive, both electrically 
and thermally than Ti metal at all temperatures [6, 11]. 

Due to their layered nature and the fact that basal slip is operative 
at all temperatures, the MAX phases possess unique mechanical 
properties that are atypical for structural ceramics. The fracture 
toughness of Ti3SiC2 exhibits R-curve behavior and varies from 8-
16 MPam"2 depending on crack length [12, 13], The latter value 
is one of the highest ever reported for a single-phase, monolithic 
ceramic. Such good damage tolerance is attributed in part to 
kinking and the formation of the heavily deformed lamellar 
bridges in the crack wake that are reminiscent of those that form 
in wood and other layered composites. The MAX phases also 
have excellent low and high-cycle fatigue properties [14]. For 
example, fine-grained Ti3SiC2 samples can be compressively 
loaded to 700 MPa for 100 cycles with no apparent fatigue [15, 
16]. The reason for this state of affairs is believed to be the 
formation of fully reversible, dislocation-based incipient kink 
bands, IKBs, discussed in the next section. Note that in the MAX 
phases, every basal plane is a potential delamination and/or slip 
plane. 

More recently it has been shown that the MAX phases are a subset 
of a much greater class of solids termed kinking nonlinear elastic, 
KNE, for which the only requirement for membership is plastic 
anisotropy, in the sense that dislocations are confined to two 
dimensions [15, 17, 18]. Plastic anisotropy insures that the 
formation of, non-basal dislocations is prohibitively expensive. 
These solids then deform by the formation of kink bands, KBs. 
Prior to the formation of the KBs, however, it has been shown that 
these solids must first form incipient kink bands, IKBs. IKBs are 
fully reversible dislocation-based loops that are nucleated on the 
easy slip planes of stressed, plastically anisotropic solids. IKBs 
are comprised of coaxial, parallel dislocation loops, with 2a » 2ß 
(Fig. la) [15]. Frank and Stroh [19] showed that by virtue of their 
shape, IKBs, can only exist when a load is applied; removal of the 
load results in their shrinkage and ultimate annihilation and 
restores the perfect lattice. In recent papers, it was shown that 
IKBs are the precursors of mobile dislocation walls, MDWs, or 
low angle boundaries that, in turn, result in regular kink 
boundaries, KBs [20-22]. 

Using a Griffith-like approach, Frank and Stroh [19] showed that 
at a critical threshold stress, ot: 

~ÜL~ \G*b 

Tc~M~\2ayc 0) 

a subcritical 1KB becomes critical and would run to the ends of 
the two-dimensional crystal they modeled. In Eq. 1, M, G, b, and 
yc are, respectively, the Taylor factor, shear modulus, Burgers 
vector and the kinking angle, which is small and of the order of 3° 
or less. Based on our work to date it has been shown that 2a can 
be equated to grain dimension along [0001] [23]. Interestingly, 
this implies a, is proportional to 1/Vgrain size, i.e. follows a Hall-
Petch like relationship. 

As noted above, removal of the stress restores the perfect crystal. 
The driving force for the collapse of the IKBs stems from their 
shape and is contingent on their ends remaining attached [21]. If 
the ends are sundered, the IKBs devolve into MDWs, also known 
as, low angle grain boundaries, which ultimately give rise to KBs; 
the latter are irreversible. 

The signature of IKBs is the formation of fully reversible stress-
strain loops [15, 22, 23] (Fig. lb), whose size and shape are a 
strong function of grain size. Before discussing the relationship 
between IKBs, microyielding and damping in KNE solids, it is 
important to briefly summarize the major elements of the IKB-
based model, which as noted above, is based on the 
aforementioned work by Frank and Stroh paper [19]. Referring to 
Fig. lb: 
i) a threshold stress, o„ given by Eq. 1, is needed to nucleate an 
1KB; 
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ii) the energy dissipated per unit volume per cycle, Wd, is given 
by [21, 23, 24]: 

Wd = 
An{\-v)Nka

i D. 
(a2-a?) (2) 

G2ycM
2 b 

where Nk is the number of IKBs per unit volume, and £1 is the 
energy dissipated by a dislocation line sweeping a unit area. It 
follows that ii/b is the critical resolved shear stress, CRSS, of the 
1KB dislocations. According to Eq. 2 Wd, scales with a2, with a x-
axis intercept at <j2 as observed (see below). 
iii) Non-linear strain, eNL (defined in Fig. lb). Recasting Eq. 2 in 
terms of eNL yields [21, 23, 24]: 

W, ■3* - s 
- J A , _ & , j 

(3) 

It follows that ft/b should be proportional, if not equal, to the 
CRSS of an 1KB dislocation loop, kj relates the 1KB volumetric 
strain to the axial strain along the loading direction, kj and 
typically is of the order of 1 or 2 depending on texture [25], It 
follows that Wd should scale linearly with eNL as, repeatedly, 
observed. The slopes of such curves are directly proportional to 
the CRSS of the 1KB dislocations [21, 22, 25]. In other words, 
using the IKB-based model the CRSS of the 1KB dislocations can 
be extracted from compression of polycrystalline samples. For 
hexagonal metals, the values obtained are in good agreement with 
values measured in single crystal work [26]. 

Figure 1. Schematic of (a) dislocation loops comprising an 1KB, 
(b) typical stress-strain curve for a KNE solid and definitions of 

non-linear strain, eNL and energy dissipated per cycle, Wd. 

With this insight we were not only able to explain our own results, 
but also the deformation of many diverse and seemingly unrelated 
solids such as graphite [27], the MAX phases [24, 28], sapphire 
[21], ZnO [22], LiNb03 [29], LiTa03 [30], mica [18, 31] and 
presumably other layered silicates and thus much of geology 
among many others. 

Microyielding and Damping in Hexagonal Metals 

The hexagonal close-packed metals, Ti, Mg, Co, Zr and Zn are of 
immense technological importance and have been studied 
extensively for the past 70 years. Despite this large amount of 
work, the nature of their damping and microyielding has remained 
unclear. Recently, we showed that when polycrystalline Co [23], 
Mg [20] or Ti [26], samples are loaded in simple compression 
fully reversible loops form above a threshold stress. The size and 
shape of these loops was found to be a strong function of grain 
size; large grained samples had significantly larger Wd values. The 
size of the loops, or Wd, was also a function of pre-strain. 
Increasing the deformation strain, reduces the domain or grain 
sizes, 2a, which increases a, which ultimately reduces Wd. Based 
on this IKB-based model it is possible to associate damping at 
stresses > at in these solids with the to-and-fro motion of 1KB 
dislocations. Results of this model, for example, explain why Mg 
and Zn are high damping metals, while Al is not. 

Currently there is no direct evidence for the existence of IKBs. 
The circumstantial evidence for their existence, however, is 
compelling. Three dislocation-based possibilities for 
microyielding and damping exist: reversible dislocation pileups, 
reversible twinning and IKBs. For the former two, it can be shown 
that Wd should scale with a, and not a2, as observed. The same 
physics also applies to solids in which twins form, such as Mg and 
Co, as to those that do not, such as the MAX phases. Lastly and 
most importantly, the CRSS values obtained from Wd vs. eNL plots 
are in good agreement with the same values measured from single 
crystal work [20, 22, 26]. 

Metal Matrix Composites Reinforced with MAX Phases 

Based on the aforementioned ideas it was speculated that 
fabricating composites with two KNE solids should result in 
exceptionally high values of Wd. A natural choice was to combine 
Mg with commercially available MAX powders, such as Ti3SiC2 
and Ti2AlC. The results for Ti2AlC-Mg composite were as 
unexpected as they were surprising in that the Mg matrix grains 
were at the nano-scale. The processing and microstructural 
characterization of 50 vol. % Ti2AlC-nc Mg-matrix composites 
fabricated by pressureless spontaneous melt infiltration at 750 °C 
for 1 h can be found in Ref. [3]. X-ray diffraction and 
transmission electron microscopy, TEM, both confirmed that the 
Mg grain size was at nano scale [3]. 

The 50 vol.% Ti2AlC/nc-Mg composites are readily machinable, 
stiff (effective E = 70 GPa), strong, light (2.9 g/cm3) and exhibited 
- at the time - record Wd values at a levels of the order of = 500 
MPa. Since the IKB-based model predictions were well adhered 
to, it was concluded that the composite, like its individual 
components, was a KNE solid in which the nucleation and 
annihilation of IKBs was responsible for the high Wd values. The 
CRSS values extracted from the compression results were closer 
to those of Ti2AlC than for Mg, indicating that it is the former 
than is responsible for the damping [32]. In other words, because 
it is at the nano-scale, the Mg does not form IKBs. The role of the 
Mg is to thus to impart strength to the composite and allow for 
high compressive stresses. In addition to their record damping -
and presumably for the same reason, i.e. 1KB formation - we have 
recently shown that the MAX/Mg composites are also quite 
fatigue resistant [33]. The aim of this work was to reduce the vol. 
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% of the reinforcement to 20 vol. % to obtain lighter samples with 
higher damping properties that would also be less expensive. 

Experimental Details 

In contrast to almost all the processes that used for the fabrication 
of nc metals, in general, and low melting point metals, like Mg, in 
particular, the method used here is quite simple and unique. The 
method has been used to fabricate Mg-50 vol. % Ti2AlC by 
pressureless, spontaneous Mg melt-infiltration into a porous 
Ti2AlC preforms [3]. In addition to this process, powder 
metallurgy was also used to make composites with higher volume 
fractions of Mg. The starting powders - Ti2AlC (-325 mesh, 3-
ONE-2, Voorhees, NJ) and Mg (-325 mesh, 99.8 % pure, Alfa 
Aesar, Ward Hill, MA) - were ball-milled for 12 h. Porous 
samples were fabricated from the powder mixtures in the form of 
rectangular bar (1.3 x 1.3 x 70 mm3) by cold pressing at 50 MPa. 
Also for the sake of comparison, Mg-20 vol. % Ti3SiC2 
composites were fabricated, using the same processing steps. In 
this case, the starting powders were Ti3SiC2 (- 325 mesh, 3-ONE-
2, Voorhees, NJ), and the same Mg powder used above. The 
samples were placed in alumina, A1203, crucibles (AdValue 
Technology, Tucson, AZ) that were in turn covered with A1203 
lids and placed in a graphite-heated vacuum-atmosphere hot press, 
(Series 3600, Centorr Vacuum Industries, Somerville, MA) heated 
at 10°C/min to 750°C, held at that temperature for 1 hour, after 
which the furnace was turned off and the samples were furnace 
cooled. The samples' microstructures were observed in a field 
emission scanning electron microscope, SEM, (Zeiss Supra 50VP, 
Germany). X-ray diffraction was carried out on a diffractometer 
(Model 500D, Siemens, Karlsruhe, Germany) and the spectra 
were collected using step scans of 0.01 in the range of 10°-80° 2 
theta and a step time of 2 s. Scans were made with Cu Ka 
radiation (40 KV and 30 mA). 

The room temperature compressive and cyclic uniaxial loading-
unloading compression tests were measured using a hydraulic 
testing machine (MTS 810, Minneapolis, MN). The strains were 
measured by a capacitance extensometer (MTS, Minneapolis, 
MN) - attached to the samples - with a range of 1% strain. All the 
loading-unloading compression tests were performed in load-
control mode at a loading rate of 54 MPa/s. The Vickers 
microhardness values, VH, were measured using a microhardness 
indenter (LECO-M400, LECO Corp. St. Joseph, MI) at ION. 

Results and Discussion 

Comparing the full width at half maximum, FWHM, of the 
various Mg peaks from the XRD diffractogram of the 20 vol. % 
Ti2AlC composite with those of pure Mg powder (dav = 150 um), 
50 vol. % Ti2AlC and 50 vol. % Ti3SiC2, revealed that the Mg 
peaks broadening happened only when Ti2AlC was used as the 
reinforcement (Fig. 2). Using the Scherrer formula [34] the 
particle size was estimated to be 90 ± 15 nm. Note that even by 
decreasing the volume fraction of Ti2AlC to 20 vol. %, 
surprisingly, Mg grains are still at the nano scale. 
The microstructure of a mounted, and polished, 20 vol. % Ti2AlC 
sample (Fig. 3a) was quite homogeneous and apparently fully 
dense. The Ti2AlC grain size was 20±10 urn. The fractured 
surface (Fig. 3b), however, showed the presence of nano Mg 
grains, some as fine as 35 nm, as well as sub-micron Mg single 
crystals (pointed to by arrows). 

Figure 2. FWHM of Mg and MgO vs. peak intensity. The three 
highest intensity peaks in Mg and two in MgO are compared with 

those of a Si standard, pure as-received Mg powder peaks. 

Figure 3. Secondary electron SEM images of, (a) polished surface 
of Mg-20 vol.% Ti2AlC composite, (b) a fractured surface; 

arrows point to nano and sub-micron Mg grains. 
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Table I compares the microhardness values of the composites as a 
function of Ti2AlC volume fractions and the hardness of a Mg- 30 
vol. % SiC composite reported elsewhere [35], The Vickers 
hardness of the composite with 20 vol. % Ti2AlC is significantly 
higher than the composite with 30 vol. % of SiC confirming the 
nanoscopic nature of the Mg-grains. 

Table I. Hardness of Mg-Ti2AlC composites and Mg- 30 vol.% 
SiC composite 

Material 
Mg- 50 vol.% Ti2AlC 
Mg- 20 vol.% Ti2AlC 
Mg- 30 vol.% SiC [35] 

Micro Hardness (GPa) 
1.6±0.2 
0.9±0.1 

0.5 

At 350±10 MPa, the ultimate compressive strength, UCS, of the 
20 vol. % Ti2AlC-Mg composite was lower than the 700±10 MPa 
of the 50 vol. % Ti2AlC-Mg composites reported on earlier [3]. 
However, to confirm that the nanometer scale of the Mg-grains 
was mainly responsible for the high strengths observed we 
measured the UCS of Mg-50 vol.% Ti3SiC2 and Mg-20 vol.% 
Ti3SiC2 composites. In the latter two composites, as mentioned 
above, the Mg-grains were not in the nanometer scale and their 
UCSs, at 400±20 and 240±20 MPa, respectively, were lower than 
those of the Ti2AlC-Mg composites with comparable volume 
fractions of reinforcement. 

Typical compressive hysteretic stress-strain loops, at four 
different loads, up to 75% of the UCS, shifted horizontally for 
clarity, are shown in Fig. 4a. Based on these curves and the fact 
that Wd (Fig. 4b) and EML both scale as a2 as predicted from IKB-
based model are consistent with the fact that IKBs are responsible 
for both [15, 17, 18, 27, 36]. In other words, Wd and eNL are due 
to the formation and annihilation of IKBs. The value of W^ for the 
composite with 20 vol. % Ti2AlC is = 0.34 MJ/m3 at 250 MPa. To 
the best of our knowledge, this value is the highest ever reported 
at 250 MPa. These materials can dissipate = 30 % of the total 
mechanical energy applied during each cycle. 

The effective Young's moduli - calculated from least squares fits 
of the entire data set and shown as diagonal lines bisecting the 
loops in Fig. 4a - range from 38 to 50 GPa. While there are many 
solids for which damping is higher (e.g., elastomers) we believe 
that the combination of Wd, compressive strengths and moduli 
values reported herein is unique and outside the Ashby envelope 
[37] (see intersection of dashed lines in Fig. 5). In the case of the 
composites the relatively softer Mg phase in between the Ti2AlC 
grains allows the latter to kink. However, and in contradistinction 
to pores, that essentially achieve the same feat (for e.g. it was 
shown that a 10% porous Ti2AlC sample had higher Wd values on 
an absolute scale than a fully dense one [28]) the presence of the 
nc-Mg allowed h much higher stress values to be reached before 
failure. 

As noted above, Wd scales linearly with eNL with a slope that is 
equal to 3k[ O/b. Table II compares the calculated CRSSs of 
different materials tested. At 37 MPa, the Qßo values obtained in 
the previous work [3], and for the 20 vol. % Ti2AlC composites 
tested herein, are comparable to each other, and to those of bulk 
monolithic Ti2AlC. This is important because it implies that most 
of the energy is dissipated in the Ti2AlC phase. The decrease in 
Qlb by increasing the volume fraction of Mg in the matrix can be 

Figure 4. (a) Fully reversible hysteretic loops in a Mg-20 vol.% 
Ti2AJC composite. The sample was compressed to ~ 75% of its 

failure stress; the loops are shifted horizontally for clarity; (b) Plot 
of Wd vs. a2 obtained from the uniaxial compression stress-strain 

curves. 

Table II. Calculated Cl/b values from Eq. (3) 

Material 

Ti2AlC [32] 
Mg-50 vol% Ti2AlC 
Mg-20 vol% Ti2AlC 

Ti3SiC2 [32] 
Mg-50 vol% Ti3SiC2 [32] 

Mg [26] 

3k,£2/b 

228 
233 
200 
192 
93 
24 

0/b(MPa) 

38 
37 
33 
32 

15.5 
4 

related to the grain size of the Mg; by having larger Mg grains the 
possibility of forming IKBs in the latter increases. As noted 
above, the fact that a 10% porous Ti2AlC sample dissipates more 
energy per unit volume per cycle on an absolute scale than its 
fully dense counterpart [28] essentially eliminates all mechanisms, 



such as dislocation pileups and/or twinning that scale directly with 
the volume of the material tested. It is, however, in agreement 
with an IKB-based model in which kinking - which is a form of 
plastic instability, or buckling - is more prone to happen in a less 
rigid or porous solid than a fully dense one. 

Figure 5. Ashby map of log of loss coefficients vs. log of Young's 
moduli [37]. The intersection of the two dotted lines is where 

some of our composites fall; clearly outside the envelope. 

In contrast to the aforementioned case where the Ti2AlC phase is 
responsible for most of the energy dissipated per cycle, the 
situation for the Mg-Ti3SiC2 composites is substantially different. 
At 16 MPa, the Cl/b value appears to be an average of that of 
Ti3SiC2 (32 MPa) and Mg (4 MPa). This suggests that in this case, 
both the Mg and Ti3SiC2 contribute to Q/b, and hence Wd [32]. 

Accompanying the record strengths and damping is a nc-Mg 
matrix that is remarkably stable [38], The microstructure is so 
stable that heating the composite three times to 700 °C - 50 °C 
over the melting point of Mg - not only resulted in the repeated 
melting of the Mg, but surprisingly and within the resolution of 
our differential scanning calorimeter did not lead to any 
coarsening (Fig. 6). The reduction in the Mg melting point due to 
the nano-grains in the 20 vol.% Ti2AlC composite was = 20 °C 
which is less than the 50 °C reported for the Mg- 50 vol.% Ti2AlC 
[38]. This is most probably because the Mg nano-grains in the 
latter are smaller than the former. For the Mg-50 vol. % Ti2AlC 
composites, XRD and neutron diffraction results suggested that a 
thin, amorphous and/or poorly crystallized rutile/anatase/magnesia 
layer separate the Mg nanograins and prevent them from 
coarsening [38]. That layer is presumably thin enough and thus 
mechanically robust enough to survive the melting and 
solidification stresses encountered during thermal cycling. 

Summary and Concluding Remarks 

Stiffness, in general, and high specific stiffness in particular are 
desirable qualities in solids. Typically, the price paid for high 
stiffness is lack of damping (Fig. 5). High specific stiffness exacts 

another price: difficulty in machinability, which can add 
considerable complexity, weight and cost to components and 
structures. From a design point of view it would be advantageous 
if multi-functionality could be engineered into alloys or 
composites, such that the same load-bearing material could also 
dampen vibrations or noise while remaining easily machinable 
and stiff. The Mg-Ti2AlC composites fabricated here are readily 
machinable, with strengths that range from 350 to 700 MPa in 
compression, stiffness values that range from 40 to 70 GPa, a 
density of 2 to 2.9 Mg/m3, that can also dissipate = 30% of the 
mechanical energy during each cycle. 

Figure 6. Three consecutive DSC cycles from 100°C to 700 °C of 
Mg- 20 vol. % Ti2AlC composite. 

More recently, much emphasis has been given to nano scaled 
solids for structural applications and while the advantages of 
nanostructured solids in some applications are clear, making the 
latter economically and on an industrial scale has been more of a 
challenge. The techniques used here - either simple spontaneous 
melt infiltration of Mg into porous ceramics preforms or powder 
metallurgy processes - are simple and inexpensive. Note that since 
the wetting and subsequent infiltration are spontaneous, there 
should be, in principle, no limits to the sizes or shapes of the 
samples, which in turn would allow for the production of large, 
net-, or near net-shape parts or components. 

In addition to the simple fabrication techniques, the Mg nano 
grains, in contrast to other nano-grained solids, are extraordinary 
thermally stable which make them potentially good candidates for 
application at temperatures higher than ambient. 
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